
LEVELFIX 550 Series
Professional Construction Lasers

INSTRUMENTS



Reliable rotary lasers for everyday use

With the LEVELFIX 550 series, you have a professional instrument in your hands. These 
lasers are designed to make your everyday layout jobs quick and easy. They are equipped 
with all the features you need for both exterior and interior construction work. With their 
exceptional performance, accuracy, and durability, you can be sure that your work will be 
done to the highest standard.

DEPENDABILITY
The 550 Series laser is equipped with a TILT function that ensures accurate readings at all times. 
This feature will continuously check the height of the laser. If it detects any changes due to shocks or 
unwanted movement, it will instantly lock the laser to prevent any measurement errors. As a result, you 
can be confident that the measurements taken are always reliable and precise.

FUNCTIONALITY
The 550 Series lasers offer a wealth of features that make them an ideal choice for any construction or 
surveying project. The IP66 construction ensures protection against dust and moisture, while the 4.8mm 
@ 100mtr accuracy ensures you can work with confidence. The laser is also equipped with a removable 
Li-ion battery pack, allowing you to work with your laser for up to 55 hours before needing to recharge. 
Additionally, the manual slope feature lets you quickly and easily set a slope on either the x or y axis. 

For extra convenience, the 550 Series laser is fitted with Bluetooth, which can be connected to the free 
LEVELFIX APP. This allows you to control the laser remotely or set a theft protection feature.

WARRANTY
At LEVELFIX Instruments, we proudly stand behind the quality and reliability of our products. That’s why 
we offer our customers a 4-year manufacturer’s warranty that covers any instrument failures due to 
manufacturing or material defects. We will repair or replace the item free of charge, as long as the customer 
registers their purchase through the internet within 8 weeks of buying the product.

550 Series Professional Construction Lasers

4 YEARS
WARRANTY



LEVELFIX 550H
Horizontal rotary laser with red beam

LEVELFIX 550HV
Horizontal and vertical rotary laser with red beam

LEVELFIX 550HVG
Horizontal and vertical rotary laser with green Power+ beam

 � Digital detector
 � Working range up to 600 meters with detector
 � Accuracy 4.8mm/100mtr.
 � Operating time 55 hours
 � IP 66 construction (waterproof)
 � Equipped with manual slope and TILT function

 � Digital detector
 � Working range up to 600 meters with detector
 � Accuracy 4.8mm/100mtr.
 � Operating time 55 hours
 � IP 66 construction (waterproof)
 � Features scan function, plumb dot, adjustable rotation speed, 

manual slope and TILT function

 � Digital detector
 � Working range up to 600 meters with detector
 � Accuracy 4.8mm/100mtr.
 � Operating time 40 hours
 � IP 66 construction (waterproof)
 � Features a scan function, plumb dot, adjustable rotation speed, 

manual slope and TILT function

Standard delivery
LEVELFIX 550H
Art.nr. 554500

Digital detector DLD100R, battery and charger

Set with 1.8mtr tripod and laser staff: Art.nr. 554510

LEVELFIX 550HVG
Art.nr. 554502

Detector RLD100GR, remote control, target plate, 

laser glasses, wall mount, battery and charger

Set with 1.8mtr tripod and laser staff: Art.nr. 554514

Set with 3.0mtr tripod and laser staff: Art.nr. 554512

LEVELFIX 550HV
Art.nr. 554501

Detector RLD100GR, target plate, laser glasses,

battery and charger

Set with 1.8mtr tripod and laser staff: Art.nr. 554511

Set with 2.7mtr tripod and laser staff: Art.nr. 554521
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www.levelfixinstruments.com

LEVELFIX DLD100GR 
Detector with digital readout

The DLD100GR is the perfect choice for any rotary laser with either a red or green 
beam. It offers a wide reception window, illuminated and clear display and an 
impressive range of 300 meters. This detector has an adjustable 0-position, 
allowing for easy measurement of heights. It is shock-resistant and features IP66 
water-resistance for added protection. 

DLD/RLD/LLD The LEVELFIX laser detectors

LEVELFIX RLD100GR & LLD200GR
Digital detector for lasers with a visible red and green beam

With a working range of up to 300M metres, the RLD100GR is perfect for visible rotating 
lasers.  It features a large reception window and a clear display, plus an impact-resistant 
and waterproof housing that meets IP66 standards. 

The LLD200GR detector is suitable for line lasers with pulse mode and offers a working 
range of up to 80 metres. Its housing is impact-resistant, waterproof and complies with 
IP66 standards. 

Both detectors offer superior performance and reliability.

DLD100G digital detector  554195
RLD100GR detector   554194 
LLD200GR detector   554196

 
550 SERIES

Reliable lasers
for construction


